
Organizations around the world are 
migrating from IBM Notes to Microsoft 
Office 365, Exchange and SharePoint for 
a variety of reasons, including:

• Merger or acquisition

• Corporate initiative to move to the cloud

• Upcoming IBM renewal and/or end of 
product support

• IT resources with Notes expertise 
are scarce

• Better integration with other 
business systems 

Quest® helps deliver a ZeroIMPACT 
Notes email and application migration 
to Office 365, Exchange and SharePoint. 
With Quest, you can slash costs by up to 
60 percent and migrate three times faster 
with superior data fidelity. Easily perform 
pre-migration analysis to effectively 

plan and mitigate risk, as well as ensure 
seamless coexistence to keep the 
migration from impacting end users.

TRUST QUEST TO SIMPLIFY YOUR 
IBM NOTES TRANSITION

Know, then go — Run a thorough pre-
migration analysis of your Notes email 
and apps to reduce the risk, time and 
cost of your migration. Inventory all 
Notes users, mailboxes and applications 
in order to capture the exact information 
needed to plan a successful migration. 
Analyze historical size, usage and 
trends to identify areas for cleanup 
or archiving, and confirm what should 
and shouldn’t be migrated to maximize 
project efficiency. You can then classify 
Notes applications by complexity to 
determine migration requirements and 
identify where development resources 
are needed.

Notes-to-Microsoft 
migration solutions
ZeroIMPACT Notes email and application migrations

BENEFITS:
• Ensure a ZeroIMPACT migration for 

end users, the help desk and the 
bottom line

• Eliminate the risk of using custom 
scripting, limited native tools and 
unreliable third-party solutions

• Ensure that the migration is 
invisible to end users and maintains 
business operations during 
the transition

• Control migration costs and reduce 
Notes infrastructure more quickly

• Provide a comprehensive 
assessment of all Notes email and 
applications to gather the exact 
information needed to plan a 
successful migration

• Simplify the migration 
with reporting, scheduling 
and automation

• Is backed by an experienced 
vendor with a long track record, a 
vast partner ecosystem and award-
winning, 24x7 global support

“ Migrator for Notes 
to Exchange and 
Coexistence Manager 
for Notes vastly reduced 
migration costs by 
automating so much of the 
process for us.”

Richard Cammish, Chief 
Information Officer, Coats 
Group plc

Quest helps deliver a ZeroIMPACT Notes email and application migration to Office 365, 
Exchange and SharePoint.
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“ Migrator for Notes to 
Exchange delivered 
the throughput we 
needed to complete 
the migration on time. 
We were getting 
only 11–15MB/hour 
per workstation with 
our first provider, but 
over 1GB/hour with 
each Migrator for 
Notes to Exchange 
workstation.”

Andrew Buker, Director of 
Technical Services, University of 
Nebraska Omaha

Complete control — Eliminate the risk 
of using custom scripting, limited native 
tools and unreliable third-party solutions 
by migrating email and both simple 
and complex applications with superior 
fidelity. Schedule and automate migration 
jobs to run when they least impact 
network bandwidth, such as at night 
or during the weekend. Monitor your 
project status from a central console, use 
templates to ensure consistent results 
and take action when needed with 
detailed result reports.

Seamless coexistence — Keep users 
working and productive throughout your 
migration with seamless coexistence 
between Notes and Exchange and Office 
365. Synchronize directories and provide 
free/busy queries between Notes and 
Exchange to ensure that users continue 
to schedule meetings and collaborate. 
Maintain the fidelity of custom and 
recurring calendar invitations when sent 
between platforms.

Rapid ROI — Get the most value out of 
your new Microsoft environment with 
solutions that streamline administration 
for Active Directory, Exchange, Lync, 
SharePoint, Office 365 and more. 
Maintain compliance and IT governance, 
facilitate disaster recovery and automate 
time-consuming management tasks.

ABOUT QUEST

Quest helps our customers reduce 
tedious administration tasks so they can 
focus  on the innovation necessary for 
their businesses to grow. Quest® solutions 
are scalable, affordable and simple-to-use, 
and they deliver unmatched efficiency 
and productivity. Combined with Quest’s 
invitation to the global community to be 
a part of its innovation, as well as our 
firm commitment to ensuring customer 
satisfaction, Quest will continue to 
accelerate the delivery of the most 
comprehensive solutions for Azure cloud 
management, SaaS, security, workforce 
mobility and data-driven insight. 
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